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Description
Hi Ray,
A notification I received in digest version had some strange formatting -- all paragraph breaks were ignored. I don't think this
happened on the regular notification. please see attached for the digest version, and I can add the regular notification if you want
History
#1 - 2018-09-14 01:58 PM - Raymond Hoh
By default in Group Email Subscription, digests are truncated and paragraph tags are stripped because digests can contain more than one post.
For NYCDH, we made a customization to show the full post in digests. However, paragraph tags are still stripped. I can look into re-instating the
paragraph tags, but do keep in mind that emails can get rather long if there are multiple posts.
#2 - 2018-09-14 03:16 PM - Matt Gold
Hmm. maybe we should go back to truncating the digest, then?
Best,
Matt
#3 - 2018-09-14 04:36 PM - Raymond Hoh
Hmm, looks like I was wrong.
I thought Group Email Subscription truncated digest content by default. I believe it did a long time ago, but this behavior must have changed.
We can truncate the digest content or use paragraph tags for the digest content. Whatever works best.
#4 - 2018-09-14 05:29 PM - Matt Gold
Okay -- thanks, Ray. Let's include paragraph tags, then.
#5 - 2018-09-14 07:09 PM - Raymond Hoh
- Status changed from Assigned to Resolved
Done! The next digest blast should include paragraph tags.
Reopen if the paragraph tags are not added.
#6 - 2018-09-14 09:34 PM - Matt Gold
Thanks very much, Ray!
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